Despite massive investment in China's censorship program, internet platforms in China are rife with criticisms of the government and content that seeks to organize opposition to the ruling Communist Party. Past works have attributed this "openness" to deliberate government strategy or lack of capacity. Most, however, do not consider the role of private social media companies, to whom the state delegates information controls. I suggest that the apparent incompleteness of censorship is largely a result of principal-agent problems that arise due to misaligned incentives of government principals and private media company agents. Using a custom dataset of annotated leaked documents from a social media company, Sina Weibo, I find that 16% of directives from the government are disobeyed by Sina Weibo and that disobedience is driven by Sina's concerns about censoring more strictly than competitor Tencent. I also find that the fragmentation inherent in the Chinese political system exacerbates this principal agent problem. I demonstrate this by retrieving actual censored content from large databases of hundreds of millions of Sina Weibo posts and measuring the performance of Sina Weibo's censorship employees across a range of events. This paper contributes to our understanding of media control in China by uncovering how market competition can lead media companies to push back against state directives and increase space for counterhegemonic discourse.
Introduction
Why do scathing criticisms, allegations of government corruption, and content about collective action make it past the censors in China? Past works have theorized that regime strategies or state-society conflicts are the reason for incomplete censorship. While these factors likely contribute to incomplete censorship, I suggest that incomplete censorship results in part from delegation of censorship to private companies which creates a principal-agent problem. Censorship directives are passed through a tangled network of multiple government principals and are delegated to private social media corporations.
Government principals and media corporation agents are driven by competing logics: the government logic of information control and the market logic of satisfying user demand for information, respectively.
Using a unique corpus of leaked documents from a social media company, Sina Weibo, I demonstrate that these conflicting logics are the cause of much of censorship's apparent incompleteness. I find that 16% of directives from the government are disobeyed by Sina Weibo and that disobedience is driven by Sina's concerns about censoring more strictly than competitor Tencent. I also find that the fragmentation inherent in the Chinese political system exacerbates this principal agent problem. Fragmentation results in decentralization of censorship enforcement, competition between government agencies over censorship objectives, and non-uniform distribution of regulatory leverage across the many government agencies in charge of delegating censorship and sanctioning social media companies for non-compliance. This paper contributes to our understanding of media control because it shows that market competition impacts information control outcomes, breaking with a large body of works on information control that assume market competition doesn't matter. This paper complements the work of Yang (2013) by showing that market concerns open space for contention in China, but it also emphasizes that market competition is the main driving force behind this opening. Internet businesses push back on government controls in an effort to appear "more free" than competitors, leading to expanded space for contention.
2 1 According to monthly active user statistics, throughout most of the log data, Sina Weibo was the second largest social network in China, behind Qzone. WeChat, China's most popular social platform is a messaging app that is similar to What'sApp, but with several social, payment, and service features tacked on. Though WeChat's monthly active users surpassed Sina Weibo in Q1 of 2012, it is not a competitor with Sina Weibo in the same way as Tencent Weibo is; both have a similar microblog platform, ostensibly inspired by Twitter. Because Tencent Weibo has been in beta for several years, Tencent does not report MAU numbers in its annual financial reports, however, most measures of active users during the period in which the logs were created put Sina Weibo comfortably in the lead. 2 The Chinese Communist Party has experienced many student-led movements that have presented clear threats to its grip on power. Students initialized and sustained the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, a movement resulting in the dismantling of state and party institutions through arbitrary mass violence. Student-led movements on two separate occasions-in 1976 and in 1989-sparked mass protests which at the time seemed capable of threatening the CCP's monopoly on power.
3 Much work on censorship assumes that either the government is a unitary actor or that the central government is the main enforcer of censorship. Formal literature, often for the sake of parsimony, defines "the government" or "the autocrat" as the singular actor and practitioner of censorship (Lorentzen, 2014; Guriev & Treisman, 2015; Gehlbach & Sonin, 2014; Chen & Xu, 2016; Egorov, Guriev, & Sonin, 2009) (King, Pan, & Roberts, 2013) draw inferences from censorship outcomes to measure a singular intention of a single government actor: to allow criticism but censor content with "collective action potential." 3 highest levels of the party and government fails to move social media companies like Sina Weibo to act.
Delegation, Fragmentation, and Agency Loss
During the Southern Weekend editorial incident, the Propaganda Department of Guangzhou 4 and the Central Propaganda Department 5 were involved in attempts to control the spread of information on the event. Despite these urgent attempts to censor all mention of this incident, a novel leaked dataset from 2011-2014 documents that popular social media company Sina Weibo willfully ignored directives to remove content related to the incident on their platform. Sina's calculus was clear. By providing more information about the strike and protests, they could attract information-seeking users away from chief competitor Tencent. 6 One log of company decisions instructs employees to "not be stricter than Tencent," and to hold off on implementing government directives until "urged to block content a second time." When told to delete users, Sina instructed employees to block users temporarily and unblock them the following day "as soon as you receive instructions." 7 The case of the Southern Weekend editorial incident illustrates how government fragmentation and delegation of censorship to private corporations can result in incomplete censorship outcomes. In this case, the Central Propaganda Department, the Guangzhou Propaganda Department, and the Beijing Municipal Government agencies directly involved in managing Sina Weibo had different objectives and were unable to adequately monitor and sanction the company. By delegating censorship to Sina Weibo, concerns over user retention and competitiveness became a factor in the company's decision to comply with 4 Tuo Zhen, the head of the Guangdong Propaganda Department at the time was concerned about limiting the fallout in response to the editorial incident, especially since he was being blamed by both the public and the Central Government. See this archived analysis for more information: https://web.archive.org/web/20180730135458/http://chinamediaproject.org/2013/01/07/insidethe-southern-weekly-incident/ directives. By Sina's calculations, the cost of flouting government directives outweighed the benefits of increased user engagement. In this section I outline this theory in detail.
In subsequent sections, I present evidence in support of this theory from censorship logs like the one mentioned above and large databases that measure censorship outcomes on the Sina Weibo platform.
Corporate Delegation Leads to Agency Loss
Private companies play a crucial role in the process of censorship, as they bear the ultimate responsibility for removing content from their platforms. Despite their central role, private companies are too often missing from models of information manipulation. In China, censorship is delegated and regulated through internet content providers (ICP) licenses.
ICP licenses are necessary to operate an internet business in China. These licenses can be revoked or suspended if ICPs do not comply with government directives.
Sina Weibo and many ICPs like it have had to balance user and shareholder demand with regulatory pressures from government agencies since they were first founded. In 2014, when Sina Weibo became listed on the NASDAQ stock exchange, it made these concerns explicit. In its regulatory filing with the SEC, it included "regulation and censorship of information disseminated over the internet in China" as a major risk that could affect its share price. In the filing, Sina Weibo also noted that censorship "may adversely affect our user experience and reduce users' engagement and activities on our platform as well as adversely affect our ability to attract new users to our platform." 8 Since Sina's listing on NASDAQ the company has been fined several times by Chinese government agencies for failing to meet censorship regulations. Sina's user engagement and activity has declined in recent years, in part due to the rising popularity of WeChat, a chat-based social networking site like WhatsApp. Some analysts, however, have attributed this decline to increasing perceptions of Sina Weibo as a heavily-censored platform. 9 I argue that "incomplete" censorship is largely a result of a clash between ICPs responding to popular demand for information and government actors responding to pressures to maintain social stability and protect their position within government. The process of delegating to private internet companies creates a principal-agent problem.
Government principals delegate censorship to private internet companies through directives: verbal or written instructions providing details about how these private internet companies are supposed to handle certain kinds of objectionable content. Private internet companies then decide if and how they will comply. Because there is often a misalignment of preferences between the government principal and the ICP agent, private internet companies may ignore the directive or partially implement it. Because of this disobedience, the delegating principal suffers agency loss: agents acting against their principals' interests.
Competition between private internet companies further exacerbates this problem. In China, each government principal delegates censorship to several private internet companies, meaning that there are multiple agents involved in China's system of censorship. Rundlett & Svolik (2016) have shown that when a principal has multiple agents, principals suffer agency loss. Private internet companies benefit from having compelling information on their platforms. However, compelling content may also be considered "harmful information" to the authorities. Highly motivated users who are seeking this information often hop from platform to platform when content is censored (Roberts, 2017) . By censoring less, private internet companies can attract these users to their platform and away from their competitors. This competition over users results in a race to the bottom as each company strategically tries to skirt directives more than competitors. Companies seek to jointly minimize the cost of censorship (lost user retention and engagement) and the cost of non-compliance with government directives.
Private internet companies deliberately shirk, lack capacity to implement directives, or some combination of the two. Private internet companies can take advantage of hidden information about their technical capabilities and budgets to invest as little as possible in developing high-performance censorship systems. They can also shirk, as their effort censoring content is not easy to measure or observe. Private internet companies take advantage of hidden actions and hidden information to comply with directives only when doing so will benefit the company's bottom line.
Bureaucratic Fragmentation Leads to Agency Loss
Fragmentation of China's political system further complicates censorship delegation. While on paper the Chinese political system is rigidly hierarchical, in practice, contestation be-tween state and party organs, and bureaucracies with overlapping policy domains is common throughout the system. The findings of this analysis confirm earlier suppositions about the fragmentation inherent in the Chinese political system. 10 This fragmented system, which Oksenberg & Lieberthal (1988) coined "fragmented authoritarianism" is characterized by de facto veto power of local governments when implementing central policies and the tangled lines of authority in China's vast bureaucracy. I argue that incomplete censorship is in part due to the fragmentation of China's political system. This fragmentation leads to agency loss-disobedience of, or incapacity to implement government directives-due to two major attributes of China's system of censorship: common agency and local bias.
First, common agency 11 of private internet companies gives them discretion about which agency's directives to follow. Many bureaucracies in China have the authority to delegate censorship to private internet companies. This makes monitoring and sanctioning of private internet companies difficult because each individual bureaucracy must rely on their own limited resources in order to monitor compliance after they have issued their directive. Private internet companies receive directives from multiple principals (sometimes referred to as "common agency"), so they often have discretion about which directives to follow, especially with principals do not have uniform preferences (Calvert, McCubbins, & Weingast, 1989) , as is often the case in China. Because of this, it is not uncommon to observe inconsistencies in the way content is censored across private internet companies due to this discretion. 12 Second, the power to enforce directives is locally biased, i.e. power is concentrated in the locality of an ICP's headquarters. Local agencies where media companies are headquartered have more control over what gets censored as they have access to the most proximate and effective levers of power to enforce compliance with directives. This local bias was clear in interviews conducted in Cairns (2016) Mertha (2009) 11 Many government agencies have the power to issue directives to single private internet companies. 12 For example, there is significant correlation among censored keyword lists in Chinese game chatrooms when they are created by the same parent company or developer, but very weak correlation among lists within the same Chinese provincial or city jurisdiction (Knockel, Ruan, & Crete-Nishihata, 2017) . Previous work has found inconsistencies in the implementation of censorship across platforms and companies operating in China, including search engines (Villeneuve, 2008) , blogging services (MacKinnon, 2009), chat apps (Crandall et al., 2013) , live streaming (Crete-Nishihata et al., 2016) , and mobile games (Knockel et al., 2017) , which suggests companies have flexibility and discretion when interpreting and implementing censorship directives.
jing Municipal Government's] de facto political power as regulator of Sina Weibo" caused "cross-jurisdictional conflicts." When authorities outside of Beijing wanted content censored, they had to lobby Beijing-based bureaucracies. This local bias leads to agency loss because the central government and local governments outside of the ICP's jurisdiction do not have the same implements of enforcement and are easier to ignore. Because private internet companies are constantly weighing the cost of non-enforcement and expected revenue from satisfying user demand, private internet companies will pay outsized attention to local directives, despite being national platforms. Without a centralization of the power to issue and enforce directives, private internet companies can selectively ignore directives from outside of their jurisdiction.
The complexities of information control in China's fragmented system have been wellstudied as they relate to traditional media. In a study of newspapers, Stockmann (2013) finds that during the reform of China's media system, fragmentation posed a challenge to state monitoring and sanctioning of commercialized newspapers. She argues that factional affiliations, rank of a media company's sponsoring agency, and geographical jurisdiction defined a "discursive space," giving media companies greater freedom to report more critically about opposing factions, lower ranked agencies, or other geographical regions. Mertha (2009) finds that policy entrepreneurs make use of the media to lobby and appeal to various fragmented interests across China's bureaucracy. Others have noted the many conflicts between central and local governments, party and state organs, propaganda departments in different localities, and media organizations and regulators (Brady, 2009; Lynch, 1999; Shambaugh, 2007) .
Data and Methods
To test the above theoretical claims, that fragmentation and corporate delegation result in outcomes that deviate from the intentions of delegating government principals, researchers face a number of challenges. Despite the vital role private internet companies play in China's system of censorship, there has been a dearth of data on them and very little scholarship dedicated to them. Much of the available data used to study Chinese censorship consists of only content and censorship outcomes. These data do not provide any information about the interactions between individuals in government and 8 between private internet companies and government actors that determine what is and is not censored. Due to limitations of available data, assumptions that censorship outcomes can serve as a measure of government intent are common, despite the central role non-government actors play in the process. 13
Log Data
To address these shortcomings, I have created a custom dataset of censorship logs-notes taken in the process of censorship at Sina Weibo, one of China's most popular social networking sites. This dataset is the first of its kind to capture the entire process of Chinese censorship, from a government directive to a private internet company, to that private internet company's decision on how or whether to comply. With the help of research assistants, I have coded these logs by content, the bureaucracy issuing directives to Sina Weibo, and whether or not Sina Weibo implemented these directives. Log data adds empirical support to the theoretical claims detailed earlier in the following ways:
First, because these logs measure disobedience, they can provide insights into the relative power of bureaucracies to delegate censorship. By examining the variance in Sina's rates of compliance with directives across different bureaucracies, we can observe how fragmentation leads to agency loss. If fragmentation results in agency loss, rates of compliance with directives should be correlated with a bureaucracy's power to monitor and sanction Sina Weibo.
Second, logs include direct and indirect information about the reasons behind noncompliance with directives. Occasionally managers explain their decisions to comply or disobey government directives. If corporate delegation leads to agency loss due to concerns about competitors and the adverse impact of censorship on user experience, Sina Weibo managers should express these concerns in the logs. Other less direct evidence of profit motivations can be observed in how thoroughly Sina censors content that is harmful to its business interests and content that is harmful to government interests. By comparing the censorship rates of Sina-related news events and censorship on behalf of a government actor, these logs can add support to claims that Sina Weibo factors market concerns into its censorship efforts. Comparing censorship rates of content that is harmful to demonstrate that agency loss is not simply due to a lack of capacity, but rather due to deliberate and strategic shirking.
Event Data
Users seek information at different rates depending on the type of event, and more user attention is usually more threatening to the government. Because Sina is concerned with audience demand, they may increase or decrease their censorship efforts in response to audience interest and, by proxy, sensitivity. To see how censorship implementation varied by audience demand for information for sensitive events, I used data from annual "blue books," policy briefs written for government cadres, on "social opinion and emergency management" compiled by the Institute for Public Opinion Research of Shanghai Jiao Tong University and published by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. These blue books collate reports written by academics, government officials, and policy experts and offer suggestions for policy changes and improvements in the coming year. Using these events as a sample ensures that I am analyzing events that public opinion experts found noteworthy, and where "public opinion supervision" (舆论监督) and/or "public opinion guidance" (舆论引导) was potentially necessary. These reports include 300 events (60 events for each year from 2010-2014) ranked by an index of search volume across several services. Each year's cases are selected from the top 1200 events with the highest search volume index 14 based on their designation as a "public opinion emergency" that would be salient to opinion and thought workers, the intended audience of these "blue books." Each point on the figure represents a event where posts were retrieved and its size is proportional to how many posts were retrieved. The y-axis, "rate of censorship implementation" is the number of retrieved posts that were censored over the total number of posts retrieved. The x-axis, "public interest in the event" is the search volume index gathered from blue books. The regression line and confidence intervals are from a weighted LOESS model. The average rate of censorship implementation is .38.
Censorship Outcomes Data

Corporate Delegation Leads to Agency Loss
I argue that incomplete censorship is due in part to a clash between the market logic driving the behavior of private companies and the logic of control that guides governments.
In other terms, market demand for information sometimes clashes with the informational preferences of government actors. In this section, I argue that corporate delegation leads to agency loss for three main reasons. First, market competition incentivizes Sina to prefer to censor less than its competitors, leading to a race to the bottom. Second, Sina
Weibo is technically limited in its ability to comply with government directives, resulting in agency loss. Third, Sina Weibo deliberately shirks in order to minimize the cost of censorship and to minimize impact of censorship on the usability of its platform.
The logs provide many examples of Sina Weibo's concerns about censoring more than competitor, Tencent Weibo. In one instance Sina Weibo was instructed to delete all content related to a murder case that had garnered much public interest. According to logs, Sina Weibo monitored the compliance of Tencent Weibo, alerted the Supervision Department to their non-compliance, and delayed implementation of directives until they could be assured that Tencent had also complied with directives. 16 In another example, the Though we observe Sina deliberately disobeying directives in logs, in many instances, it seems that Sina's poor censorship performance is due to a lack of capacity. In Sina's IPO documents they claimed, "although we attempt to monitor the content posted by users on our platform, we are not able to effectively control or restrict content generated or placed on our platform by our users." This statement appears to be at least partially accurate. In some logs, Sina Weibo appears overwhelmed. During a major collective action incident in 2012 involving mass protest and several self-immolations in Tibet, Sina
Weibo struggled to keep up with a large magnitude of takedown requests about Tibet. At one point, Sina Weibo employees sent an SOS to all department heads as they struggled to mobilize enough employees to meet increasing censorship demands. 18 Even in less dire circumstances, Sina Weibo appears to perform relatively poorly. In Figure 1 , we see that Weekend editorial incident mentioned in the beginning of this paper, log documents begin with a general notice urged employees to "negotiate as much as possible" and "defer implementation of censorship requests from the Supervision Department and Internet Management Office," Sina Weibo's two chief regulators. The notice went on to instruct employees to "not process too many user posts" and to "not be too stringent." Just three months earlier, a similar general notice had suggested the opposite. Employees were urged to "tighten" their "control measures" and to "resolutely eliminate all posts relating to negative incidents, rumors about the Politburo Standing Committee and their families, collective action content, coups, power struggles related to the 18th CCP Party Congress, Ling Jihua, Central Public Security Bureau, Bo Xilai, etc." But even this strongly worded notice instructed employees to refrain from immediately implementing "especially unreasonable directives."
Finally, as is the case in any workplace, part of Sina Weibo's lack of capacity to censor content comes from agency loss due to rogue or incompetent employees. Of course, the individual who leaked this entire cache of documents to the press was a Sina Weibo employee.
Bureaucratic Fragmentation Leads to Agency Loss
Leaked censorship logs from Sina Weibo do not depict a system of censorship that is hierarchical, centralized and efficient. Rather, many bureaucracies appear to have varying degrees of authority, do not appear to coordinate their censorship directives, and appear to at times be in conflict with one another. Logs document 3 main bureaucracies in charge of censorship at Sina Weibo, and a long tail of other bureaucracies with the power to issue directives to the company (see Figure 2) . To measure the relationship between fragmentation and agency loss, I calculate rates of disobedience across multiple bureaucracies, and confirm that these patterns match theoretical expectations. I then argue for two mechanisms behind this relationship. First, common agency of private internet companies gives them discretion about which agency's directives to follow. Second, the power to enforce directives is locally biased, i.e. power is concentrated in the locality of an ICP's headquarters. Sina in check, as they will ultimately bear responsibility for failure to manage Sina when they are evaluated for promotion at the end of their terms. In the logs, I find that overall, 16% of all directives are disobeyed. Beijing municipal bureaucracies, the "Network Management Office" and the "Supervision Department" are disobeyed at rates of 15% and 17% respectively. By contrast, the SCIO is disobeyed 20% of the time. Though these measures of disobedience do indicate that the SCIO is disobeyed more often than Beijing bureaucracies, there are not enough SCIO directives to distinguish a statistically significant difference in the two proportions. To address this limitation, I examine the data for evidence for two theorized mechanisms linking bureaucratic fragmentation to agency loss: common agency and local bias.
If common agency of private internet companies results in agency loss, we might expect to see instances in the data where agencies delegating censorship send different directives to Sina Weibo, and where Sina Weibo chooses to implement the more lenient or lessspecified directive. This is a very hard test to pass because the logs are usually not detailed enough to show discrepancies between directives from two agencies. Directives are usually not copied verbatim and are summarized, often in shorthand. Despite this, there are a handful of logs where we observe behavior consistent with common agency leading to agency loss. One such log involves large-scale protests in the city of Shifang in July of 2012 over a copper plant local residents believed was causing health problems.
The Supervision Department, a Beijing municipal state public security organ directed Sina Weibo to remove all collective action content from their site. At the same time, the Internet Management Office, a Beijing municipal party propaganda organ directed Sina to remove a list of specific posts. 20 The latter order was easier to implement and was unlikely to completely shut down discussion of the event on Sina Weibo. Sina opted to ignore the first order and implement the latter order.
This evidence has its limitations. These handful of accounts confirm that common agency resulted in some agency loss, but it is impossible with these data to determine the magnitude of this agency loss. Previous work on delegation, however, has shown that in situations where there are multiple principals, agent discretion results in higher agency loss than if there was only one delegating principal (Calvert et al., 1989) . interest in events is a proxy for their politial sensitivity to the national government), and it appears to be an outlier in Figure 1 . Censorship of this event was much more efficiently implemented than other blue book events at all levels of interest in the event (see Figure   1 ). This is consistent with the theory that local bias due to fragmentation leads to agency loss in the process of censorship delegation.
Conclusion
Leaked censorship logs from Sina Weibo provide an intimate look into the conflicting informational preferences of the Chinese government and private internet companies. They 
Developments Since 2014
In the last few months of log data, China's information control institutions underwent significant reforms. These reforms seemed aimed at addressing the problem of fragmentation of China's system of information control. In 2014, the Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC) assumed its role as China's chief regulator of cyberspace. The CAC is a joint party and state organ that houses the SIIO (which is a continuation of the 
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pinned by commercial and market logics" (Crouch, 2004; Hintz, 2016 and removing bad actors are often in conflict with fundamental profit motivations and concerns about competitiveness. It took years for Twitter to take any meaningful action on bot accounts, and they did so only under extreme public pressure, due to fears of a hit to monthly active user statistics that would reduce its stock price. 31
As the Snowden leak revealed, the PRISM program gave the NSA authority to request that Microsoft, Facebook, Apple, and Google provide data matching keywords approved by a U.S. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance (FISA) Court ruling. At large tech companies, requests for information controls are released publicly, showing a tension between corporate and consumer preferences and states' logic of social control (Tanash, Chen, Thakur, Wallach, & Subramanian, 2015) . Private companies often refuse requests out of concerns for their users' preferences, their profitability, and their reputation. An example of these conflicts is Apple's refusal to cooperate with FBI requests following the San Bernardino terrorist attack. The FBI sought to compel Apple to break their own encryption so that the FBI could obtain information on one of the suspect's iPhones. Obeying such a request, Apple said, would "threaten the security of our customers," which Apple has trumpeted as an advantage over competitor Google. In 2014, they boasted, "unlike our competitors, Apple cannot bypass your passcode and therefore cannot access [customer] data." Despite public statements about Apple's company values, their refusal is likely in part driven by concerns about profits and competitiveness. Like Sina, Apple is not keen on giving into government demands that would put it at a competitive disadvantage.
The relevance of tensions and partnerships between state and corporate actors is also indicative of trends in Chinese reform that not only includes corporate actors in the policymaking process, but uses corporations as labs to create structures and institutions that can later be subsumed into the state. For example, the very process of censorship described in this paper has already been partially subsumed into the state. Employees working in editorial functions at internet content producers (ICPs) in China can no longer 31 See http://www.webcitation.org/71y56kNiL. remain on private payrolls. This means that according to Chinese law, the employees who censor content can no longer be employees of Sina Weibo, but now must be employees of a government agency such as the Network Management Office or the Supervision Department. Whether or not this solves principal agent problems identified in the censorship system has yet to be seen, but control over the internet has been tightening at a rapid pace over the last few years.
Other such plans to subsume institutions borne out of corporations seem on the horizon. China is now relying on the infrastructure of Alibaba's Alipay to serve as the technical back-end to a national "social credit system" which merges social and financial data to give users a score that can selectively restrict access to state and commercial services, increase monitoring and policing of certain "untrustworthy" people, and even determine what jobs an individual can have. Even more interesting are the institutions that are being created within large companies such as Alibaba that mirror government institutions. Alibaba's disputes between suppliers and customers are resolved by a jury of one's peers and sentences are doled out by impartial judges; these roles are given to users on Alibaba's platform. Judges and juries decide how to split up money held in escrow for disputed transactions made in the system. This corporate system alleviates much of the strain put on rigid and ineffective legal institutions (Liu & Weingast, 2017) .
Despite being a competitor to the existing bureaucratic system, the government appears to tolerate its existence. It is conceivable and consistent with current trends that these corporate structures might one day inform reform of legal institutions, or be subsumed into the current legal system in China.
The trends outlined above and the relationship between Sina Weibo and government actors in China may represent a potentially transformative shift in how states and corporations interact. More nimble and adaptive corporate structures may help authoritarian governments leverage data to manage and monitor public opinion. Alternatively, corporate profit motives may prove to increase conflicts between state and society, leading to reform or instability.
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